6.9.11.
¿PAY THE BILL?
DIGITAL SLAVERY & DIVINE JUSTICE
INDIFFERENCE, INSENSITIVITY, CONFUSION, are the basic symptoms of
Mankind alienation in these “glorious” days of the so-called “digital age”
which no one recognizes for what it TRULY IS: the advent of DIGITAL SLAVERY
under the One “Master” who causes everyone to depend upon the blatant
oxymoron: “VIRTUAL REALITY”.
The time has come to acknowledge the TRUTH of the PROPHECY made in
John’s Apocalypse which is that the World is currently being tyrannically and
oppressively “ruled” by the False Prophet who compels everyone to ACCEPT
and SURRENDER to a human, artificial and imperfect creation, and has placed
a man-made INTERFACE between Man and Man’s creator, GOD. Instead of
being instruments USED BY humans, artificial devices such as computers and
telephones are beginning to USE humans by aggressively asserting a FALSE
NEED of depending on them or undergo social exclusion.
The Man who made the FALSE PROPHECY about the “bright future” of
digitalized humanity, and who shall not be named here has done so in order
to conceal the TRUE PROPHECY about the advent of The Messiach who
judges Mankind by the One and Only Law of GOD, the LAW OF NUMBER. The
ridiculous attempt to “postpone” Judgment was doomed to fail from the
start. GOD has judged Mankind and we are now beginning to witness the
EFFECTS of DIVINE JUSTICE which translates into progressive dematerialization of Third Dimensional Reality.
The bait used to capture Mankind into the Qabbalistic “RESHET” or NET of
which the Book of Judgment states the details (see: .A. - ”The Face of GOD”)
is EASE. Exploiting human LAZINESS. For what else were the False Prophet
and his crew than LAZY, AVERAGE-MINDED STUDENTS. Computers have
made it so EASY to calculate that you don’t have to use your mind to COUNT.
But acCOUNTABILITY and acCOUNTING which share the same root are the
FOUNDATIONS of DIVINE LAW.
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For thousands of years Jewish sages have known this fundamental truth, that
Man’s exclusive attribute, the attribute of BEING which totally distinguishes
between the human BEING and other life FORMS (animals) depends on the
ability to COUNT. Animals do not count, they have no notion of the NUMBER
and no access to the CAUSAL plane. They are just FORMS OF LIFE, NOT BEING
WHEN HUMANITY NO LONGER COUNTS IT NO LONGER COUNTS. IT IS BEING
HELD ACCOUNTABLE, AND LANGUAGE CEASES TO EXPRESS THE TRUTH, BUT
IS ABUSED TO EXPRESS THE OPPOSITE. EVERYBODY USES THE PHRASE
“VIRTUAL REALITY” WITHOUT REALISING ITS ABSURDITY. EVERYONE IS
COMPELLED TO ENTRUST THEMSELVES, THEIR LIVES AND THEIR BELONGINGS
TO THE MACHINES MANIPULATED BY THE LIKES OF ZUCKERBERG WHOSE
JEWISH ROOTS ACCOUNT FOR HIS PERVERSE “MASTERY” OF THE “RESHET”
AND WHO HAS CANDIDLY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT HE AND HIS ABERRANT
CREATION ARE NOT TO BE TRUSTED.
APPARENTLY you are given a FREE CHOICE. The machine “asks PERMISSION”
and asks whether you “ACCEPT”. How many, if any, are those who read the
CONDITIONS to which they acquiesce with a CLICK? So FREEDOM is just an
illusion. The “RESHET” is rapidly closing on its prey, we, civilized Mankind.
I have elsewhere stated that it is WRONG to blame the Jewish People in its
entirety for the EVIL that steadily plagues the World, and that one should
resist the temptation to judge the Jews who truly are GOD’s Chosen People.
Only one who is himself CHOSEN by GOD can understand the difficult plight
of the Jews who are being held ACCOUNTABLE within the most strict scrutiny
to GOD’S LAW insofar as they have been endowed with the most profound
KNOWLEDGE of the same. And it is GOD alone who judges the Jews. A
TERRIBLE THING is said to be falling into the hands of THE LIVING GOD (EL
CHAI). Hence when one from the Sacred Jewish Nation does evil, he does so
PERVERSELY that is with FULL KNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTANDING of what he
is doing.
Nevertheless, TRUTH cannot be silenced. As abhorrent as anti-semitism – a
form of extreme racism as it is being directed against GOD’s Chosen People –
is, to abuse of the accusation of anti-semitism is, in itself, an Abuse of Power
and a slander. A Jew can err against GOD’S LAW, and can be exposed.
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Exposing Jewish-rooted injustice is not anti-semitic because evidently not all
Jews are law-breakers. Those who are, however, KNOW THEMSELVES to be
such, for even if humans are not to judge them, they have PASSED
JUDGMENT ON THEMSELVES when they decided to break the LAW. It is time
for the silent JUST ONES (TZADDIQIM) among the Jewish People to step
forward and expose the UNJUST rather than stand UNITED as a Nation in
which the JUST and the UNJUST are co-mingled, and take advantage of the
INJUSTICE that spreads so fast through today’s world.
Those who instrumented the Qabbalistic infrastructure of the Network have
done so with FULL KNOWLEDGE of the consequences. They were LOST SOULS
condemned to Death in Second-Dimensional Hell, and who couldn’t care less
about the Salvation of their fellow-humans.
BUT THE KEEPERS OF MANKIND WHO OUGHT TO HAVE OPPOSED THIS
TREND AS THEY FULLY KNOW WHAT IT DOES ARE THOSE EXACT ONES WHO
HAVE BETRAYED MANKIND. To these I have elsewhere referred to as the
“elite of predominantly-Jewish BANKERS and INSURERS” who are those to
whom everyone in civilized society, TRUSTS with their MONEY. The time has
been when one had a FREE CHOICE to entrust or not to entrust the MONEY to
the Banker. NOT ANYMORE for eveyone MUST have a bank account with
cards or a phone in order to exist. ONE CANNOT BUY AND SELL ANYMORE
without the NUMBER OF THE BEAST – the cc number.
CREDIT means BELIEF. The CREDIT CARD is founded on the belief that the
borrower shall pay his due when due or incur the PENALTY. BUT THE
HORRIBLE TRUTH BEHIND THE WHOLE SYSTEM IS THAT IT HAS BEEN SO
DEVISED THAT, UNLESS ONE COMMITS A DEADLY SIN AND BECOMES
LIGATED TO THE EARTH SPHERE, ONE CANNOT EVER MANAGE TO PAY THEIR
DEBTS WHEN DUE. THE SYSTEM IS SO CONFIGURED THAT ONE CANNOT EVER
PAY THE DEBT TO THE BANK, SO EVENTUALLY THE BANK TAKES POSSESSION
OF THE INDIVIDUAL – MAKES HIM A SLAVE. For no one can abide forever on
the Pillar of Severity, and this is what the Banking System really does – it
polarizes everyone on the Pillar of Severity - PAY or DIE. No MERCY allowed.
THOSE WHO BETRAYED THEIR FELLOW-MAN ARE THE BANKERS AND
INSURERS WHO HAVE ACCEPTED TO TRANSFER MONEY INTO THE “VIRTUAL
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REALITY” WHERE MONEY NO LONGER CIRCULATES EXCEPT VIRTUALLY,
FROM ONE ACCOUNT TO THE OTHER. IN FACT, MONEY IS IN THE PROCESS OF
UTTER DE-MATERIALIZATION. From the element of Mutable EARTH, money
has been treacherously allowed to “TRANSMUTE” into Mutable AIR –
NOTHING. It only materializes, on an increasingly low scale at the ATM, but
the imposed tendency is to TRUST THE MACHINE completely and TOTALLY
ELIMINATE MONEY from circulation.
So the BANKERS, predominantly JEWISH BANKERS are responsible for the
BETRAYAL of Mankind for instead of allowing money to circulate, they are
CAUSING MONEY to DISAPPEAR FROM EXISTENCE by resting forever in their
virtual “coffers” or databases worldwide.
The Science of Time and Number entrusted by GOD to the Keepers of the
Jewish People as an instrument to balance the ebb and flow of human affairs
has thus reached its ultimate stage of degradation which corresponds to the
manifest Qabbalah, the RESHET or NETWORK.
At the core of the MATERIALIZED QABBALAH, for this is what the INTERNET
is, lies the “RESHET” repeatedly named as such in the Psalms of David, the
springe, mesh or net in which the EVIL ONE enmeshes the POOR and
INNOCENT of Mankind. In fact, when the Qabbalistic construct is out-of tune
with the Universal time-cycle, what occurs is that instead of being
dynamically balanced, individual holograms (the SOULS of individual beings)
are COMPRESSED towards both the Left Pillar of SEVERITY, and the EARTH
Sphere of sheer survival – the physical body. The currents of the system have
been perturbed, and the High Mission of THE MESSHIACH is to set them right
by superimposing His own hologram – THE WORD – onto the “Word” of the
False Prophet and causing the latter to disintegrate.
THE MESSHIACH DOES NOT NEED TO BE RECOGNIZED AS SUCH NOR BOWED
TO BY SUBSERVIENT SLAVES. HE BRINGS LIBERTY AND SERVICE TO GOD AS
THE SUPREME VALUES OF MANKIND, LIBERTY BEING NOTHING ELSE THAN
UNDERSTANDING THE NECESSITY OF CHANGE. THE MESSIACH CANNOT FAIL
AT DOING WHAT HE CAME HERE TO DO.
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The more time humans spend in VIRTUAL REALITY, the more estranged they
become to the ONE GOD-made REALITY which EXISTS and SHALL CONTINUE
TO DO SO outside the human mind and beyond the short time-span of
individual existence. ONE CANNOT SERVE two masters.
For ages THE HOLY SPIRIT Who is known as such to the true Priesthood of
Mankind has enabled communication among humans and has run human
affairs. The connection between THE HOLY SPIRIT (RUAH ELOHIM) and
MONEY is a strong pillar of the Jewish Religion, and BANCO DI SANTO
SPIRITO attests the same association in the Christian World (Italy). The
RESHET which pretends to stop the HOLY SPIRIT from circulating by causing
money to disappear was the only way to ensure that it NEVER LEFT the
Banker’s “coffers”. But GOD has entrusted Money to the Jews in order to
exactly make it circulate through the world. Thus the Jews were assigned the
Destiny of travelling to distant lands and spreading themselves across the
World.
For the past 70 years, Jews have done the exact opposite, they concentrated
in one patch of land around Jerusalem, and have ultimately concentrated all
money in Jewish hands. This is symptomatic of the END OF THE WORLD, but
it SHALL NOT BE THE END OF THE REAL WORLD, rather IT SHALL BE THE END
OF THE “VIRTUAL WORLD”. The POOR AND DESTITUTE of Mankind shall
survive, and the virtual wealthy, all those WHO ostensibly HAVE MORE
MONEY THAN THEY COULD PHYSICALLY COUNT IN A LIFETIME, shall perish.
Those who have made the affairs of the REAL WORLD depend on the
“VIRTUALITY” of a man-made creation are RESPONSIBLE for what is in
essence ABUSE OF POWER, the infringement of the FOURTH
COMMANDMENT.
AGAINST ALL ODDS, Donald Trump was made by GOD to rule America and
straighten the TOTAL INJUSTICE that is so characteristic of American Society
at present, and which, since America’s Destiny is to lead the World, is
spreading throughout the World.
An extremely DIFFICULT task, considering that it took him an entire lifecycle
of 72 years to reach the Pinnacle of Worldly Power which he holds at
present.
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A task rendered “VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE” by his Jewish affiliation to the
owners of BUILDING NUMBERED 666 in NYC who have overtly submitted to
the FALSE PROPHET as if he were THE MESSIACH and are aggressively
promoting the SUBVERTED WORLD of FEMALE DOMINANCE and MALE
SUBSERVIENCE, of DIGITAL SLAVERY and INJUSTICE.
My books fully state the details of the SUBVERTED WORLD and they shall not
be repeated here. The stark conclusion is that NORM and NORMALITY that
comes in opposition to the LAW cannot be deemed as such – it is not
NORMAL to be a homosexual just as it is not NORMAL to steal, to kill or to
commit adultery. Those who claim otherwise are either ABNORMAL or
PERVERSE. For NORM and THE LAW are aligned.
Suffice it to say that THE DONALD has found himself faced with the TERRIBLE
BUT JUST SCENARIO in which he has to make a SHARP CHOICE between his
Family and his COUNTRY, between the State named Israel and the PEOPLE OF
ISRAEL, between Slavery to the False Prophet or SERVICE TO GOD. This
TERRIBLE PLIGHT is that of the Man chosen for a High Mission, and, as
written above, only one who is himself CHOSEN by GOD (as Jews are) can
truly understand it.
The time that elapsed since Donald Trump became President shows that the
False Prophet has apparently asserted his dominance over him by exploiting
his family vulnerabilities, and even appears to have converted him into
another (even though prime-size) “puppet” in his GLOBAL CIRCUS.
Puppet-like are the G-gatherings of World leaders who have allowed
themselves to be transformed into VIRTUAL SLAVES of the RESHET and are in
the process of BETRAYING their constituency by OBEDIENTLY BOWING to THE
FALSE PROPHET who OWNS THE “GLOBAL SYSTEM” insofar as it all relies on
“VIRTUAL REALITY”.
Yet “by their actions you shall know them”. So there is still time for The
Donald to show THE TRUE POWER with which he is endowed by GOD, unlike
his counterparts – other world rulers who lack TRUE POWER. TRUE POWER
shall never bend to the false “POWER” of the False Prophet and his chorus of
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slaves seeking to brainwash an entire generation by anti-“heroic” fiction like
Harry Potter – an iconic emblem of the False Prophet – the “WIZARD”
usurping the station of THE SON OF GOD, THE MESSHIACH. And over the next
few days we shall see the FINAL CHOICE which Donald Trump will eventually
make. For, unlike THE MESSHIACH, he CAN FAIL at his GOD-given task.
GOD watches in amusement the frenetic hurry in which the False Prophet
and the Beast are preparing their final takeover of all Mankind i.e. to enforce
overt submission to their RESHET by everyone currently in existence, and
proclaim the False Prophet as the MESSHIACH in Jerusalem, now ostensibly
the “capital” of the State of Israel. Such proclamation, like anything that is
done over the wavelengths of “VIRTUAL REALITY” is a void exercise of
POWERLESSNESS, for the “rule” of the False Prophet is coming to its ABRUPT
END as foretold in the Apocalypse.
WOE shall befall all those who KNOWINGLY AND INTENTIONALLY yielded to
the False Prophet, and betrayed their fellow-humans by depriving them of
LIBERTY using fraud and deceit.
FOR GOD’S VENGEANCE IS TERRIBLE.
When the Roman Pontifex Maximus overtly tells a capital sinner that “GOD
made him so” and thus transfers the responsibility of a mortal sin on the
Creator instead of the creature, Mankind has reached the stage of ultimate
PERVERSION, a total subversion of values, when WHITE is said to be BLACK
and everyone looks WITH INDIFFERENCE or lazily ACCEPTS the statement
made with puppet-like “Authority of the Church” by one who is evidently a
DESPICABLE AGED LUNATIC.
PERVERSION truly manifests when someone chooses the EVIL PATH, and
does so KNOWINGLY and INTENTIONALLY. Blaming GOD is at the core of the
Satanic creed which is what Bergoglio and his company stand for in today’s
World.
LIKEWISE, all those who make it their business to SPY on others using lastgeneration devices and the RESHET are doomed.
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THE ONLY FEAR around must be the FEAR OF GOD.
DOOMSDAY IS COMING CLOSE.
WATCH AND PRAY.
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